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A skew (4, $)-frame is constructed. As a result, it is possible to give a short proof of the 
existence of ir skew Room square of any order 8 t + 1, t a positive intleger. In particular, a skew 
Room square of order 129 exists. The existence of a skew Room square of this order was 
previously unknown. 
1. A skew (4,4)hune 
For definitions of Room squares and skew Room squares, see [4]. 
Let S = (((3, O), (3, 01, IlO, 3), (I, 3% ((0, 0, (I, 2% ((2, I), (3,3% ((1, O), 
(2,3)}, ((1, .l), (3,2)}) be a set of unordered pairs of elements of Z&X &. Write 
S = (($9 ti), 1 c i s 6). The following properties of S can be easily verified: 
(l) 1Si) u {ti) = (Z, x ZJ\((O9 0)9 to, 2)9 (29 019 (27 2)). 
t2) {* ($ - &)I= (& x Z,)\{(O, O)9 (O9 219 (29 O), t29 2))* 
(3) Si+fi#Sj+tj if i#j. 
(4) Si + ti # (0, 0), (0,2), (2,0), or (2,2), for any i, 1 s i G 6. 
Thus in the terminology of [2], S is a strong frame star&r in (& x 2.J \ H, where H 
is the subgroup ((0, 0), (0,2), (2,0), (2,2)) of G. We also have 
(5) Si+?i# -(Sj+?j) if if j. 
Thus we say that S is skew. 
From S, the array F (see Fig. 1) may be cor,structed. Following [2], we say that 
F is a 4-frame of order 4, or a (4,4)-frame. It is also skew since, other than the 
four by four subsquares down the diagonal, exactly one cell, of any two cells 
symmetric with respect to the diagonal, is empty. Note that, in Fig. 1, an ordered 
pair (i, j) is written ij. The pairs in the subsquares down the diagonal denote coset 
representatives of H. 
2. Application 8, skew Room squares 
For the definition of a skew Room t,ubsqu.are (of a skew Room square) see [4]. 
We also make use of pairwise orthogonal Latin squares (POLS). For a definition 
see [3]. 
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12 21 32 10 22 01 
23 30 00 20 03 02 
10 23 12 30 20 03 
32 22 02 01 nn, 
01 32 12 30 21 02 11 
10 I 03 20 00 22 23 
03 30 32 10 23 00 I 
12 01 02 22 20 21 1 4 
Flg.1. A skew (4,4)-frame. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose there exists: 
(I) a skew R oom square of order v containing a skew Room subsquare of order 
W. 
(2) two POLS of order )(v- w). 
Then there exists a skew Room square of order 4(v - w) F w, containing skew Room 
subsquares of orders 21 and w. 
Rd. The proof follows from [2; Theorem 4.21. It is trivial to check that 
skewness is preserved. D 
C’oro&uy 2.2. Suppose there exists a skew Room square of order v = 4s + 1, where 
t~# 9 or 25. Then there exists a skew Room square of order 4v - 3 contG ining a 
skew Room square of order v. 
Put u=4:5+1, w= 1 in Theorem 2.1. It is well-known [i j that 2 POLS of 
side S’ exist unless s = 2 or 6. El 
c dc recall the following result from $1. i 
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Lemma3 2.3. Suppose skew Room squares of order 2” + 1 und 3 l 2” + 1 exist. Then 
a skew Room square of order n l 2” + 1 exists if n is any odd positbe integer. 
Also, we need a few small skew Room squares to start with. 
Lema 2,4. There exist skew Room squares of orders 9,17,25,33,49, and 97. 
Prook See [4]. q 
We can now prove our main result. 
Theorem 2.5. There exists a skew Room square of order 8t + Y for any positive 
integer t. 
Proot. We show by induction that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3 are satisfied for 
a 3 3; then Lemma 2.3 implies the result. 
By Lemma 2.4, these hypotheses are satisfied for (Y = 3,4, or 5, so assume 
cw 26. Since 2” + 1 = 4(2”-* + 1) - 3, put u = 2”-‘+ 1 in Corollary 2.2. By induc- 
tion, there is a skew Room square of order U, and v # 9 or 25, since (Y ) 5. 
Similarly, 3 9 2” + 1 = 4(3 l 2”-* +l)-3, and 3*2*-*+1#9 or 25, since a!>5 
Thus we have the result. El 
CoroUary 2.6. There exists a skew Room square of order 129. 
The spectrum of skew Room squares has been investigated in some detail, (see 
[4], [5], [6], and [7]) and it is known [7] that the spectrum is complete for orders 
over 237. However, in one part, the proof depended on computer results. It is 
remarked in [6] that the construction of a skew Room square of order 129 would 
render the computer results unnecessary. Thus the work on the spectrum of skew 
Room squares is now computer-free. 
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